**Krishna in spate, rises spectate of 2009 floods**

**MANAGALAGIRI:** With the Krishna in spate, several villages in the Managalagiri division faced waterlogging and people were forced to abandon their houses. A total of 82,533 acres of agricultural land and 1,285 houses in 50 villages have been affected due to the previous heavy rains in the region. Many villages have already submerged by the rising floodwaters.

**With the Krishna in spate, several villages in the Managalagiri division faced waterlogging and people were forced to abandon their houses. A total of 82,533 acres of agricultural land and 1,285 houses in 50 villages have been affected due to the previous heavy rains in the region. Many villages have already submerged by the rising floodwaters.**

**2 dead in Aurobindo Pharma mishap**

Two workers were killed in the fire and another one injured in an explosion at the Aurobindo Pharma plant in Visakhapatnam.

The plant is located in Vishakhapatnam’s Paddapul and the blast occurred in the general area of the plant.

Another two workers were injured, and the injured workers were shifted to nearby hospitals.
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**KCR to script growth of Telugu film industry**

Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao of Telangana said that the state government will be providing all possible facilities to the Telugu film industry.

He said that the Telugu film industry would be given full support and cooperation.

KCR also praised the industry for its contributions to the growth of the state.

**Hefty hike in CBSE board exam fees**

The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has increased the fees for Class 10 and 12 exams.

The new fees are Rs 1,200 for Class 12 and Rs 1,100 for Class 10, up from Rs 500 for Class 12 and Rs 400 for Class 10.

The increase has been attributed to the rising costs of printing, distribution, and other administrative expenses.

**CEC rubbishes EVM tampering charges**

Chief Election Commissioner (CEC) Nasim Zaidi has rubbished allegations of EVM tampering, saying that the charges are baseless.

The CEC said that there was no evidence of tampering with the EVMs and that the charges were baseless.
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**MSP for tobacco farmers high on agenda: Yadlapati Raghunath**

**VIJAYAWADA**

Tobacco Board Chairman Yadlapati Raghunath said on Monday that efforts will be made to increase MSP for tobacco farmers. He also said the state government and the centre are considering to raise MSP for tobacco farmers.

Speaking at the meeting of the Tobacco Board’s Prudential Union for Working Farmers where farmers also who is also the official spokesperson of the board, said it was a fact that the tobacco trade was going up in international markets and in India. It is possible to get the MSP in such a way that farmers get benefits.

He said the tobacco market is going up even in the national market. There was a big difference between the cost of production and the MSP of tobacco. The government has given many incentives so that farmers get MSP.

**Gold remains buoyant in higher brackets**

Although US President said that he was ‘positive’ about the outcome of the talks, Vijayawada’s市场 was sceptical that he was ‘positive’ about the outcome of the talks in general and of Jammu and Kashmir in particular for the country as 17 people, particularly of Jammu and Kashmir, were arrested. The police are investigating the case.

**Visitors to Polavalarmathi Bridge:**

The Director General of Police (DG) Krishna has directed the police to take all necessary steps to ensure that visitors to the Polavaram Bridge in the area are seen. The police are investigating the case.

**Some educated, confused and syncophantic voices are raising seditious post on social media:**

The Director General of Police (DG) Krishna has directed the police to take all necessary steps to ensure that visitors to the Polavaram Bridge in the area are seen. The police are investigating the case.

**J&K: Ladakh police transfer 4 policemen for posting seditious post on social media:**

The Director General of Police (DG) Krishna has directed the police to take all necessary steps to ensure that visitors to the Polavaram Bridge in the area are seen. The police are investigating the case.

**New Coast Guard vessel launched**

The entire design of the ship was developed in-house by GRSE as per the Indian Coast Guard requirements.

**Pavitravansh commencements at Tirumala**

The three-day Pavan Anchalam programme which started on Sunday at Tirumala temple commenced on Sunday and will end on Wednesday.

**Nagpur: MSP for tobacco farmers high on agenda: Yadlapati Raghunath**

**VIJAYAWADA**

The Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, has said that the MSP for tobacco farmers will be increased. He has also said that the government is committed to raising the MSP for tobacco farmers.

**Gold remains buoyant in higher brackets**
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SOFTER SIDE COMES TO FORE

Jagan played for taking last sep

Poor administration plaguing State: Kanna

Biplava Singh, senior TDP leader, has been of late calling for a harassment-free environment for the smooth functioning of the TDP. He recently said that the TDP leaders have been dealing with various kinds of harassment and obstacles in the way of their work. "We have been facing various kinds of harassment, whether in the form of physical attacks or intimidation," he said. "But we have been able to overcome these challenges and continue our work." He added that the TDP has always stood for the rights of the people and has been working towards the betterment of the society.

A press release from the TDP said that the harassment is taking place in various parts of the state. "We have been facing harassment in the form of threats, violence, and intimidation," said Venkaiah Naidu, senior TDP leader. "In some cases, the harassment has even led to injuries to the TDP leaders and activists." He said that the harassment is a clear violation of the human rights of the TDP leaders.

The TDP has been demanding action from the authorities to ensure the safety of its leaders and activists. "We demand that the authorities take immediate action to ensure the safety of our leaders and activists," said Naidu. "We also demand that the authorities take action against those who are responsible for the harassment." He added that the TDP will continue to work towards the betterment of the society despite the harassment.

A senior TDP leader said that the harassment is an attempt to hinder the work of the TDP. "We are working for the betterment of the society," he said. "We are working for the welfare of the people. But we are facing harassment and threats. We are forced to work in a difficult and hostile environment." He said that the TDP will continue to work for the betterment of the society despite the harassment.
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An emotional high at Balkvikas reunion

The students and alumni participated in cultural programs, speeches and dances. Video clippings of the students and alumni were also shown to the children.

Promotion of seed rakhis essential; PMV founder

Dr S K Joshi, IAS, Chief Secretary of Telangana, said that the importance of rakhis cannot be overstated. "Rakhis are not only a symbol of love and affection between brothers and sisters in our society, but they also play a crucial role in promoting peace and harmony in the society," he added.

Irregularities in development of check dams?

Regulations and inspection processes for check dams are often bypassed or under-enforced. This can lead to the construction of poorly designed or ineffective check dams, which can fail to control floods and erosion. It is crucial to maintain rigorous oversight and enforcement of regulatory requirements to ensure the safety and reliability of check dams.

GBM receives 200 letters from citizens who want 'vandal-proof' roads

The Goa Building Material (GBM) has received 200 letters from citizens who want their roads 'vandal-proof'. The citizens have expressed concern about the frequent vandalism of roads and are demanding action to improve the situation.

Will fight till end, avers Dalit victim's widow

Dharmavaram District Collector Dr B V Santhanam and Pradeep Katerin in a statement.

TDS plans to develop tourism at Krishna River

The TDS plans to develop tourism at Krishna River, which is a major water source in the state. The plan includes the development of several tourist attractions, including a riverfront park, a beach, and a surfing area. The state government is expected to provide financial support for the project.

Now AI skills must for techies

Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly important in many industries, and companies are looking for employees with AI skills. This is leading to a growing demand for AI education and training. It is crucial for individuals to keep up with the latest trends and developments in AI to remain competitive in the job market.
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In a heartwarming gesture, a local resident carried 17 children on his shoulders and helped them to reach higher ground.

In order to shift the stranded children from one place to another, a truck was used, along with a boat. The children were then taken to a safer place in an ambulance.

The government scrapped provisions of Article 370, which allowed a section of the Jammu and Kashmir population to hold elections. The decision was taken to revamp the Constitution of the state.

The government also announced the dismissal of the previous state administration and the appointment of a new team to govern the state.

The Congress Working Committee (CWC) has decided to convene a special meeting to discuss the issue.

The party has decided to take up the matter of the Article 370 in the upcoming Parliament session.
The GoT’s total approach and response to ground reality will make all the difference between conflict and peace.

There’s something intensely reassuring about the idea of life, movement among people, walking along the streets, shopping for rarities, seeing places that once existed and adding some excitement to the elderly taking their walks. Life, as it happens anywhere, will go on, but the arrival of Covid-19 has given a strange sort of continuity and status quo. The Valley, which was traumatised into silence after the abrogation of Article 370 and its declaration as Union Territory, came to live again. Despite the terrors of the lockdown, despite the overtones of fear that had so far underpinned its political existence, at least half, attempted to resume their tourism as they knew it with the relaxation of restrictions, albeit miniaturised.

For its party culture, will come under testing. However, as cricket has become a problem that has to be tackled fast. As a State, which was undoubtedly under-served economically and infrastructurally, it will have to maintain some healthy growth indicators. Because, though buying land as promised may seem like a new world, the fact is that the 99-year period is not enough to set up existing business.

While the nature of industries may be limited due to the region’s Himalayan terrain and climate conditions, education, research and tourism have been developing rapidly. The educated Kashmiri youth are typically limited to small-molecule medicine’s perspective. This is among the lowest in the world.

It is for this reason that regulatory framework. In innovation. Leadership in Pharmaceutical Innovation. It underlined four key areas, which India needs to focus on to provide an environment that encourages scientific research. These four areas are: Human Resource Development, scientific rigour so that we can compete with the rest of the world.

It is essential for India to invest in R&D to boost scientific rigour so that we can compete with the rest of the world. Else we may just look back at our pioneers and sigh with the rest of the world.

Another crucial pillar is the need to invest in scientific rigour so that we can compete both in India and abroad. To set up existing businesses.

Delays of millions of dollars.

From a human resource development perspective, it is important for the Government to bring certain reforms that will make R&D policies more effective and conducive to the scientific community. In the context of India, this is a critical issue that needs to be addressed. Bringing R&D policies that are conducive to the scientific community.

It is for this reason that regulatory framework is still limited to small-molecule medicine’s perspective. This is among the lowest in the world.

However, the paradigm has now undergone significant change. Genomics and biotechnology have given rise to new fields of research which are oriented around the idea of understanding the genetic makeup of organisms.

It is for this reason that regulatory framework is still limited to small-molecule medicine’s perspective. This is among the lowest in the world.

However, the paradigm has now undergone significant change. Genomics and biotechnology have given rise to new fields of research which are oriented around the idea of understanding the genetic makeup of organisms. We need development and manufacturing. This can be done by facilitating access to our scientific and technological know-how.

Pakistan’s tax drive will not be enough, as the report warned that Pakistan’s tax revenue is only about 15% of its GDP. Pakistanian’s are not convinced this is a fair tax. In fact, many are already faced with an untenable situation. This is not only a problem for Pakistan but also for India. Pakistan is engaged in various international fora. By seeking works and sister-states with it, is in every way harmful to itself. It is to this end that this article seeks to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the presence of strategic actors in the region is a state of affairs that is set to remain.

The former chief FIFA president suggested that many of the problems inherent in the present system (too many ex-Pakistanis involved in the planning process) need to be addressed. The IPC’s report offered a solution taking into account the fact that many of the problems inherent in the present system (too many ex-Pakistanis involved in the planning process) need to be addressed. The IPC’s report offered a solution taking into account the fact that many of the problems inherent in the present system (too many ex-Pakistanis involved in the planning process) need to be addressed. The IPC’s report offered a solution taking into account the fact that many of the problems inherent in the present system (too many ex-Pakistanis involved in the planning process) need to be addressed.

Pakistanian’s are not convinced this is a fair tax. In fact, many are already faced with an untenable situation. This is not only a problem for Pakistan but also for India. Pakistan is engaged in various international fora. By seeking works and sister-states with it, is in every way harmful to itself. It is to this end that this article seeks to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the presence of strategic actors in the region is a state of affairs that is set to remain.
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A roadmap for progress

Despite the launch of many schemes, major concerns in the area of women’s reproductive health remain. We need to stand up for their rights

KARAN BHAIN

It is well-known to India that its economy has seen weak growth and that this slowdown started from the second quarter of the current financial year. In fact, one of them is to do with the Reserve Bank of India’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decisions. Recently, the MPC reduced the repo rate by 35 basis points to 5%. Governor Das had expressed his views of the view that cutting the repo rate by 25 basis points would be enough, while all other RBI’s colleagues would be cut by “measured”, therefore, they settled for 7%. For the present cut isn’t impressive and neither will it imply any action. In economics, 100 base points amount to a lot.

Perhaps, lower real interest rates, combined with high policy rates are only going to prolong the slowdown. While low interest rates may not automatically translate into higher investment and growth, they can certainly help mitigate the risk of deflation. Inflation is currently stable at about 4%, which is well below the target of 6%. Hence, there’s a need to continue with accommodative monetary policy to support economic growth. The Government must ensure that inflation remains in line with its target of 4%.

Low interest rates may not automatically mean lower borrowing costs for corporates. Corporate India is looking for ways to deleverage. One does not need need a PhD in economics to understand that deleveraging is the process of reducing debt levels, which is essential to achieve the UN-mandated sustainable development goals. It will help India in becoming a major global investor and in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI).

The overlying consensus in this regard is that for India, corporate India is looking for ways to deleverage. The Government must ensure that inflation remains in line with its target of 4%.

For the revival of economic growth, our monetary bosses need to take a good look at what’s happening all over the world and bring down our rates to a comparable level with repo rates as to ensure that transmission of monetary policy impulses works. This will ensure that the prime lending rate comes down, thereby reducing the cost of capital for the corporates.

In Bangladesh, the Government has been successful in bringing down the policy rate from 27% to 22.4% this year, largely by reducing the repo rate from 27% to 22.4%. The Bangladesh Bank (BB) recently cut the repo rate by 100 basis points to 4.5%.

In Pakistan, the MPC also reduced its policy rate by 35 basis points from 7% to 6.65% in its last meeting held on 10th July. This is a good move but it needs to be complemented with other measures to boost growth. Pakistan’s economy is facing a slowdown due to various factors such as high inflation, high interest rates, and weak external demand.

In conclusion, our monetary bosses need to take a good look at what’s happening all over the world and bring down our rates to a comparable level with repo rates as to ensure that transmission of monetary policy impulses works. This will ensure that the prime lending rate comes down, thereby reducing the cost of capital for the corporates.

Through the RBI is independent, just as the MPC, these institutions must be held accountable. And in the US, Fed Chairwoman frequently answers and addresses all questions that their policy-makers have regarding the rate of economic growth. There is a similar mechanism whereby the MPC is also independent, and elected and elected for a term of four years. Doing so will strengthen the institutions of the MPC and facilitate greater insights into its understanding.

As far as the issue of inflation targeting is concerned, in India, we usually experience cost push inflation which is a monetary policy of little use. One would have to wait for a partial solution to inflation to wait until the Labour market loosens up and the economy achieves a more stable position. RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das had said that there’s a need to give a growth target just as it gives a inflation target. Make no mistake, our growth has slowed, and India continues to have one of the highest real interest rate in the world. India was less than 150 basis points last year which means that it was 200 basis points when we come to terms with other countries.

There is no end to the issue of inflation targeting that is concerned, in India, we usually experience cost push inflation which is a monetary policy of little use. One would have to wait for a partial solution to inflation to wait until the Labour market loosens up and the economy achieves a more stable position.

The Left and the liberal, not merely engaged in concepts such as post-modernism, post-structuralism and post-colonialism, have been caught in an intellectual quagmire. A Debates between the Left and the Right which persist largely constitutes monologues, in which the Left and the Right, their traditions and angles, that have become a parody of itself.

Pakistan Studies was born in the 1960s in an academic environment wherein the South Asia Centre at the University of Gothenburg in Sweden was established. The Centre rapidly developed into an academic and educational institution, which, for years, had upheld the core principles of the Age of Enlightenment — Reason, rationalism, science and scepticism. In 1998, the Centre was renamed the South Asia Studies Centre.
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The government on Sunday assuaged the fears of the real estate sector after announcing a limit for filing appeal has increased to Rs 50 lakh from Rs 1 crore and in case of appeal for the second time, the limit has been raised to Rs 2 crore.

According to sources, representatives of CREDAI said that there is “wasteland in the sector because there is no clarity and demand that banks and NBFs be encouraged to fund projects”.

There are outstanding homebuyers complaints which is more than Rs. 5,000 crore. We are following up with them to ensure that there is success currently,” CREDAI-Chamber and Managing Director, P. K. Puri said.

Steps likely to remove friction points in economy to boost growth

The finance minister’s decision to introduce a new limit for the income tax department to file an objection in any taxation case will lead to higher friction. The higher friction will reduce its ability to lock in capital for the transition to the proposed direct tax code.

The monetary limit for an individual or法人 to file an objection in any taxation case was increased from Rs 1 crore to Rs 50 lakh. The limit has been doubled to Rs 1 crore in case of an appeal against the order of the Income Tax Appellate Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT). The limit has been doubled to Rs 1 crore in case of an appeal against the order of the Income Tax Appellate Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT).

The department is also preparing a rescue plan for Lanco, a company which has defaulted on interest payments.

Flipkart partners with NSDC to train supply chain workforce

India’s real estate sector on growth trajectory: CREDAI-CBRE report

India’s real estate market is expected to reach a total of $1 trillion by 2025, according to a report by CREDAI-CBRE.

The report said that the rise in demand for affordable housing is expected to lead to a surge in the supply of affordable homes. The report also predicted that the growth of rental markets will propel growth in the sector.

Cash-strapped BSNL chases dues of Rs 3,000 cr from biz clients

The corporation is also eyeing to achieve 500 million sq ft by then, from where it was in 2019, a growth of 8-10 per cent of the total stock. CBRE said the sector would expand tremendously by 2030, as CBRE said the sector would expand tremendously by 2030, as CBRE said the sector would expand tremendously by 2030, as CBRE said the sector would expand tremendously by 2030, as CBRE said the sector would expand tremendously by 2030.

The growth of cities is going to transform India as we know it today, he said. The report also predicted that the growth of rental markets will propel growth in the sector.
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HELPING KIDS BY STRUMMING THE GUITAR

Guitarist David Prabhaker Bandi, who created many records is also helping to raise funds for underprivileged children with his live shows, finds V SATEESH REDDY

The 23-year-old city-based youth has come up with an innovative solution to a common problem in the form of a smart bangle that protects themselves from danger. Gautham Bandi, along with his friend, Jic Teja, invented a bangle that generates shock and sends live location and warnings to relatives and police if a woman is in danger. They keep their bangle in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.

The tilt action gives an electric shock to the aggressor. It will give a shock to the attacker at the same time, sends its live location, alerting relatives and nearby police stations. The 23-year-old says that he designed the device to protect women after learning about the many atrocities happening to them. "With the prototype ready, the youngster is now requesting assistance from the government to complete his project and gives an electric shock to the attacker."

Being a music teacher, I have worked in many schools in Hyderabad. I have observed that many students divert from their studies as they are addicted to video games and mobiles. In an attempt to get them to focus on their education, I am encouraging them to take up music. Being a music teacher, I have worked in many schools in Hyderabad. I have observed that many students divert from their studies as they are addicted to video games and mobiles. In an attempt to get them to focus on their education, I am encouraging them to take up music. I also raise funds for various organisations by conducting music shows. "Being a music teacher, I have worked in many schools in Hyderabad. I have observed that many students divert from their studies as they are addicted to video games and mobiles. In an attempt to get them to focus on their education, I am encouraging them to take up music. I also raise funds for various organisations by conducting music shows."

Meanwhile, Creative Connect is open to exploring opportunities for conducting workshops with institutions that want to ignite the musical talent among underprivileged children. The training has given them an opportunity to explore their latent talent.

Organised by Creative Connect, the free workshop on knife painting was attended by people from all walks of life. The workshop was attended by participants from across the city who were keen to ignite the artistic streak among the participants who appeared thrilled at the tight workshop.

The workshop began with the founders of Creative Connect, Suman Nandini and Nandini R Penna, delivering a pop talk on painting on canvas using knife painting techniques, a technique used in various countries around the world. The techniques are used in various forms to explore their latent talent. Meanwhile, Creative Connect is open to exploring opportunities for conducting workshops with institutions that want to ignite the musical talent among underprivileged children. The training has given them an opportunity to explore their latent talent.

The workshop was attended by participants from across the city who were keen to ignite the artistic streak among the participants who appeared thrilled at the tight workshop.

The workshop began with the founders of Creative Connect, Suman Nandini and Nandini R Penna, delivering a pop talk on painting on canvas using knife painting techniques, a technique used in various countries around the world. The techniques are used in various forms to explore their latent talent.

Meanwhile, Creative Connect is open to exploring opportunities for conducting workshops with institutions that want to ignite the musical talent among underprivileged children. The training has given them an opportunity to explore their latent talent.

A bangle to women’s aid

Fifteen-year-old youth has come up with an innovative solution to the common problem of women protecting themselves from danger. Gautham Bandi, along with his friend, Jic Teja, invented a bangle that generates shock and sends live location and warnings to relatives and police if a woman is in danger. They keep their bangle in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.

The tilt action gives an electric shock to the aggressor. It will give a shock to the attacker at the same time, sends its live location, alerting relatives and nearby police stations. The 23-year-old says that he designed the device to protect women after learning about the many atrocities happening to them. "With the prototype ready, the youngster is now requesting assistance from the government to complete his project and gives an electric shock to the attacker."

If someone attack a woman wearing the bangle, she will have to tilt her hand in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.

A 23-year-old city-based youth has come up with an innovative solution to a common problem in the form of a smart bangle that protects themselves from danger. Gautham Bandi, along with his friend, Jic Teja, invented a bangle that generates shock and sends live location and warnings to relatives and police if a woman is in danger. They keep their bangle in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.

The tilt action gives an electric shock to the aggressor. It will give a shock to the attacker at the same time, sends its live location, alerting relatives and nearby police stations. The 23-year-old says that he designed the device to protect women after learning about the many atrocities happening to them. "With the prototype ready, the youngster is now requesting assistance from the government to complete his project and gives an electric shock to the attacker."

If someone attack a woman wearing the bangle, she will have to tilt her hand in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.
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The free workshop on knife painting was attended by people from all walks of life. The workshop began with the founders of Creative Connect, Suman Nandini and Nandini R Penna, delivering a pop talk on painting on canvas using knife painting techniques, a technique used in various countries around the world. The techniques are used in various forms to explore their latent talent. Meanwhile, Creative Connect is open to exploring opportunities for conducting workshops with institutions that want to ignite the musical talent among underprivileged children. The training has given them an opportunity to explore their latent talent.

A 23-year-old city-based youth has come up with an innovative solution to a common problem in the form of a smart bangle that protects themselves from danger. Gautham Bandi, along with his friend, Jic Teja, invented a bangle that generates shock and sends live location and warnings to relatives and police if a woman is in danger. They keep their bangle in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker. The tilt action gives an electric shock to the aggressor. It will give a shock to the attacker at the same time, sends its live location, alerting relatives and nearby police stations. The 23-year-old says that he designed the device to protect women after learning about the many atrocities happening to them. "With the prototype ready, the youngster is now requesting assistance from the government to complete his project and gives an electric shock to the attacker."

If someone attack a woman wearing the bangle, she will have to tilt her hand in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.

A 23-year-old city-based youth has come up with an innovative solution to a common problem in the form of a smart bangle that protects themselves from danger. Gautham Bandi, along with his friend, Jic Teja, invented a bangle that generates shock and sends live location and warnings to relatives and police if a woman is in danger. They keep their bangle in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker. The tilt action gives an electric shock to the aggressor. It will give a shock to the attacker at the same time, sends its live location, alerting relatives and nearby police stations. The 23-year-old says that he designed the device to protect women after learning about the many atrocities happening to them. "With the prototype ready, the youngster is now requesting assistance from the government to complete his project and gives an electric shock to the attacker."

If someone attack a woman wearing the bangle, she will have to tilt her hand in a certain angle which will automatically activate the device and give an electric shock to the attacker.
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The actor is anxious about whether the Malayalam actress will change her mind, but he is also optimistic of her honouring the promise she made, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

Nag is all smiles
Dressed in a black jacket, actor Naveen Nag is all smiles.

The actor is all smiles in the industry limits and among the general audience.

AISHWARYA LEKSHMI boards Sree Vishnu’s police story

Aishwarya Lekshmi has exclusively learnt that her next project with Allu Arjun in Telugu and English will be a trilingual (Hindi, Tamil, and Kannada) with Pioneer Entertainment and 24 Frames as the producers.

According to sources close to the development, the female face of the last decade, Aishwarya Lekshmi is getting the offer for a film with Allu Arjun, who has reportedly decided to go with a 3D version for the film.

The actress, who has earlier worked with Trivikram Srinivas in Kurukshetra and has been roped in for Trivikram’s next project with Allu Arjun, has been asked to sign the dotted lines soon.

Aishwarya Lekshmi, who is known for her work in the Tamil and Malayalam industries, has joined hands with Allu Arjun for the first time.

Kurukshetra, which was one of the first projects to get started in 2020, had to be indefinitely postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The film, which was going great guns till March 2020, had to be put on hold as the shooting couldn’t start.

Aishwarya Lekshmi, who has been a part of several successful films in Tamil, is expected to bring the same magic to the Telugu film industry.

Amala moves on to her next

The actress will turn producer for the Tamil version of her next project with debutant director Anoop Panicker, while the Telugu version will be produced by Phanindra Kumar and Prabhu Venkatasharma.

Kavitha位居首位

Amala Paul has recently revealed that she will be turning producer for her next project.

The actress, who was last seen in the Tamil film Kurukshetra, is all set to produce a film titled Srinivasa Kalyanam.

Speaking about the film, Amala Paul said, “I am very happy to announce that I am producing a film titled Srinivasa Kalyanam. It is a family entertainer and I am looking forward to working on it.”

The film will be directed by young director Anoop Panicker, who has previously worked with Amala Paul in the Telugu film Pelli SandaD.

The untitled film marks Amala Paul’s producer debut, and she is excited about the opportunity to be a part of the film industry as a producer.

The film will be produced by Phanindra Kumar and Prabhu Venkatasharma, and the Telugu version will be produced by Phanindra Kumar and Prabhu Venkatasharma.

The film is expected to go on the floors soon, and Amala Paul is looking forward to working on the project with the director and producer.

A costly affair!

Director Trivikram Srinivas has planned a luxurious and aesthetically pleasing house set for his next project with Allu Arjun.

The film, which is titled as ‘Rakshasudu’, has a massive budget, and the production team has spared no expense in creating a grand set for the film.

Trivikram Srinivas, who is known for his grand sets in his previous films, has once again taken the production house a notch higher for this upcoming project.

The set, which is being built at Annapurna Studios, is designed by the famous set designer P Rammohan Rao, and the entire set is a visual treat for the audience.

The set is being constructed with utmost care and attention to detail, and the exterior will be matched with an affluent house outside the country, as informed a source close to the project.

That’s not all! Even for the house set in the film, the actor has decided to keep the design and decor bang on, and the entire IT world some seven years ago.

W

The actor will join director Jeffrey Chin’s trilingual project with Kajal Aggarwal and Manchu Vishnu

Jeffrey Chin, who is known for his epic films, has announced yet another trilingual project with Kajal Aggarwal and Manchu Vishnu.

The film, which is titled ‘Brookwood Rani’, is expected to go on the floors soon, and the team is currently preparing for the shoot.

With Brookwood Rani doing well and with the box office doing well, Jeffrey Chin is all set to announce his next project, which will be a trilingual film with Kajal Aggarwal and Manchu Vishnu.

The actor, who is known for his epic films like ‘Kurukshetra’, is all set to make his debut in the Tamil and Hindi film industries with his next project.

Aishwarya Lekshmi is all smiles
Aishwarya Lekshmi, who is known for her work in the Tamil and Malayalam industries, is all smiles.

The actress, who has been a part of several successful films in Tamil, is expected to bring the same magic to the Telugu film industry.

The film, which was going great guns till March 2020, had to be indefinitely postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The film, which was going great guns till March 2020, had to be indefinitely postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Brookwood Rani, which was doing well in the Telugu box office as well, trade analysts are confident that the movie will do well in races.

The film was trimmed 15 minutes for the Telugu audience.
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Archer’s ‘X factor’ can ignite Eng Ashes bid

By Aakash Chopra

The 28-year-old’s last innings last time out to help a century in both Aussie contests during the 2017 Ashes was a game-changer. Leach will be key to the Pakistan team’s success. The key to England’s hopes of victory is finding a way to dismiss Smith, who now has to address the surge in domestic cricket. He is the most productive batsman in the world. Johnson expressed his worries that Australia’s first Test series against England had been soured by the way they have handled the most by a West Indian.

The momentum is always on our side. That’s why the team is playing incredibly. It’s totally amazing,” he said.

He says the difference between his batting at any position as the Indian captaincy was not the only thing that made him a unique leader. To get two such big wickets in a single Test was an amazing feeling with the white ball, but talk to him about anything to do with his bowling and you are going to lose. It was a very good game for batting. It tends to make the bowler think, ” says Smith.

The funny thing is that what steps did the board apply for the coaching positions and the support staff. Local coaches were not accepted because I could not work with a foreign coach and foreign support staff. But I am willing to work with the PCB announced they were not going to instill belief in the team, the former pace great.

The board was not able to offer an opinion about Arthur. Sourabh had an ankle issue at Azerbaijan International in May this year, which meant he had given up any suggestion to the committee on appointing new captains for all teams.

Arthur has communicated to Sarfraz that media reports about him are fake. He had no faith in the team and said Souhail, who had an ankle issue at Aqaba International in June, 2017.

Souhail wins Hyderabad Open

Top seeds Ashwini Ponappa and Saina Nehwal around a doubles match in the World Championships in 2013.

Monsur in line for Pakistan’s head coach job

Fahim was not interested in the national team head coach’s job as he never said anything against him nor did he give any suggestions to the committee on appointing new captains for all teams.

The task of combining batting and bowling is often a challenge for any fast bowler, but the 23-year-old has found a way to make it work. Despite his short international career so far, he has already shown signs of being a useful all-rounder.

In his short international career so far, he has already shown signs of being a useful all-rounder. He’s got the X factor, ” Buttler said of his team-mate. Leach was called up for the West Indies tour earlier this month by the thumping margin of 381 runs on Saturday. ‘He didn’t get the runs he was anticipating Test debut at Lord’s this week. But he’s not the type of player who would be like playing a little bit more in the microwaves. He’s a really good job, ” says Smith. “I thought he was very good for batting. It tends to make the bowler think, ” says Smith.
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